Setia Hati Winongo (Studi Deskriptif Tentang Pola Interaksi Pada Hubungan Kekerabatan Di Persaudaraan Pencak Silat Setia Hati Winongo Kecamatan Manguharjo Kota Madiun)

Abstrak :

Abstract

Pencak Silat Brotherhood of Setia Hati Winongo, the general picture is the university that combines Pencak Silat martial arts and mind though, researchers are trying to explore more about Brotherhood Setia Hati Winongo, ultimately meet the interests of the university Pencak Silat, that is not of side of his martial art that attracts researchers, but from the kinship system among the followers of Setia Hati Winongo, in the sense of the emergence of kinship ties very closely to maintain the high value of the identity of the Brotherhood, it is because of the existence of an entity that forms a bond that gave birth to a sense brotherhood loyalty to the Brotherhood of Setia Hati Winongo by his followers in a core subject and always adhere to the existing order in the Brotherhood and self-esteem Pencak Silat universities, and eventually the emergence of flavors fanatical followers of the Brotherhood of the Setia Hati Winongo.

The method used in this study is observation and interviews. This study used a qualitative analysis that discusses the relationship Interaction Patterns in Kinship Relations in Brotherhood Setia Hati Pencak Silat Winongo, Manguharjo District, and the City of Madiun.

Researchers eventually learned organizational model adopted by Setia Hati Brotherhood Winongo, researchers also know how kinship and interaction patterns contained in the Setia Hati Brotherhood Winongo in the Winongo Village, Manguharjo District, and the City of Madiun.

This research concluded the existence of an interaction and kinship among his followers, by implication occurs in the early stages of the recruitment of new members to be part of the members of Setia Hati Winongo followers who always instilled to always apply and teach strengthen the bonds of solidarity between followers also uphold the dignity of the brotherhood.
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